
Survivor  Series  Count-Up  –
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Survivor Series 1993
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Location: Boston Garden, Boston, Massachusetts
Attendance: 15,509
Commentators: Vince McMahon, Bobby Heenan

This really is a transitional time for the company as the major stars of
the past are all out of the picture, save for the occasional appearance
by Savage. Bret is one of the top stars in the company but is taking a
back seat to the more muscular and arguably more marketable Lex Luger.
Hart’s time would come though. Let’s get to it.

Vince and Bobby talk a little bit about the concept and we’re ready to
go.

Team IRS vs. Team Razor Ramon

IRS, Adam Bomb, Diesel, Rick Martel

Razor Ramon, 1-2-3 Kid, Marty Jannetty, Mr. Perfect

IRS and Ramon are feuding over the now face Razor’s Intercontinental
Title, Martel was the guy Ramon beat for the title, Diesel (a big man and
Shawn Michaels’ bodyguard) and Adam Bomb (a good sized power man) are
just there to fill in spots, Jannetty and Kid (a rookie who shocked the
world earlier in the year by beating Ramon on Raw) are a semi-regular tag
team and Perfect….isn’t here.

Ramon talks about Perfect leaving (his back messed up again and he just
kind of left for five months) but he’s got a treat for us. Razor has a
surprise partner and it’s……RANDY SAVAGE! Heenan LOSES IT and the crowd
does right along with him. This is when Savage wanted to murder Crush,
who is in the main event tonight. Savage and Crush had been friends but
Crush had turned on him and beaten Savage up, over Savage not visiting
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Crush when he was injured.

Heenan apparently called Perfect no showing this and Vince says Heenan
was right for once. Bobby: “FOR ONCE???” Ramon and Martel start things
off with Rick working on the arm. They fight for the arm and hit the mat
for a bit before popping back up. Razor slaps him in the face and rolls
through a cross body for two. Martel gets caught in the fall away slam
(BIG pop for that) for two.

Razor hits a pair of atomic drops and a clothesline for two. Off to Adam
Bomb who shoves Ramon into the corner with ease. They collide and Razor
is knocked down in a bit of a surprise. They have a test of strength with
Bomb controlling again before Ramon fights up and suplexes Bomb down.

Martel tries to save but elbows Bomb by mistake. Harvey Wippleman (Bomb’s
manager) gets up on the apron and is knocked down, causing a big fight
between IRS’ team. Ramon’s team uses common sense and lets them fight.
I’ve never gotten why anyone would interfere when their opponents are
doing damage to themselves. We get things settled down and it’s the Kid
vs. Bomb. Kid tries a sunset flip and Bomb (about 6’8 and 300lbs) has
little problem countering.

Off to Diesel who throws Kid around even harder. I’m not sure why they
keep putting Kid in there against these monsters. A gutwrench powerbomb
from Diesel leaves Kid laying and a big boot does the same. Kid finally
hits a spin kick and it’s off to Savage who destroys the entire team,
including sending Bomb into Diesel. A slam puts Diesel down and the
flying elbow makes it 4-3.

Martel charges in and rams Savage face first into the buckle. Since it’s
1993, Martel’s offense has almost no effect and Savage takes over. Off to
IRS who has a bit better luck as he takes Savage into the corner but gets
cross bodied for two. Back to Ramon who works on the arm but as he hits
the ropes, Martel hits Razor in the back to slow the Bad Guy (Razor’s
nickname) down.

Bomb comes back in to power Razor around a bit but it’s quickly back to
IRS who works on Razor’s back. We hit the chinlock and the heels switch a
few times without tagging. Villains. Off to Macho Man again who knees IRS



into the corner. A slam looks to set up the elbow but here comes Crush.
Savage sees him and immediately goes after him but is sent back into the
ring and rolled up by IRS for the pin and elimination.

Savage chases Crush into the back and looks for him in the locker rooms
as the match is still going on. Savage doesn’t find him so we’ll continue
this game later. We come back to the ring to see Bomb choking away on
Jannetty and stomping him in the corner. Martel hooks an abdominal
stretch for a few seconds but a corner charge hits the post and it’s back
to Ramon.

Razor pounds away on IRS and hits a chokeslam followed by the Razor’s
Edge for the pin and the 3-2 advantage. Everything breaks down and as
Razor loads up the Edge on Martel, IRS hits him in the ribs with his
briefcase. Ramon rolls to the floor and gets counted out to tie things up
again. So it’s Jannetty/1-2-3 Kid vs. Martel/Bomb. The Kid gets sent to
the floor and slammed down by Bomb who hits a slingshot clothesline to
take the Kid down back inside.

Off to Martel as the Kid is in a lot of trouble. Martel drops some knees
on the back for two as Vince says the Kid has a lot of heart. Heenan:
“THEN KICK HIM IN THE HEART!” Martel jumps into a right hand to the ribs
and there’s the tag to Jannetty who cleans house. Back to the Kid way too
soon for a double back elbow and a sunset flip to eliminate Martel. Kid
immediately tags in Jannetty who sunset flips Bomb for the pin ten
seconds after Martel was eliminated. REALLY hot ending here.

Rating: B. I really liked this match as it was fast paced and a ton of
fun. If you cut about five minutes from this, it’s a classic. Having
Jannetty and the Kid be the survivors was a very nice surprise and it
gave the fans something to cheer for. I really liked this one and it puts
the show off on the right foot.

Shawn is in the back with the Intercontinental Title. There are two belts
at this point as Shawn was suspended while champion but he kept the belt.
That gives us two belts which presents a problem. Maybe we should put
them above the ring and make the guys climb a ladder to get them while
having one of the best matches ever. Anyway tonight it’s Shawn and his



Knights vs. the Hart Family.

We go to a Hart Family interview earlier with Family Feud (game show)
host Ray Combs. They all say that Shawn is in trouble for going after Stu
recently and it’s going to be a massive Hart Attack.

Back to Shawn who says he’s not ready for the Harts and he makes fun of
all five of them, including Stu. Shawn is really clicking as the insanely
arrogant heel by this point.

Jannetty and Kid celebrate with Ramon. Savage is off chasing Crush.

Combs is in the ring to talk about the Hart Family being at ringside. Pay
attention because it’s amazing enough to have them all in the same place
without suing or trying to kill each other. Combs gets in some jokes
about Shawn which aren’t really funny but this is filler stuff anyway.
Vince of course laughs like there’s no tomorrow.

Hart Family vs. Shawn Michaels/Knights

Bret Hart, Keith Hart, Bruce Hart, Owen Hart

Shawn Michaels, Blue Knight, Black Knight, Red Knight

The Blue Knight is Greg Valentine, the Red Knight is Barry Horowitz and
the Black Knight is Jeff Gaylord (indy guy who never meant anything on a
national stage). Stu Hart is here with his sons as if there was somehow
any doubt as to who was getting destroyed. Ray Combs sits in on
commentary and while he’s not incredibly funny, he sounds like he’s
having a blast out there and is enjoying himself which is all I ask for
from a celebrity. Heenan vs. Combs on commentary is a good back and forth
jab fest if nothing else.

Shawn and Owen start but Shawn wants Keith, who along with Bruce haven’t
wrestled in years. Keith speeds things up and Shawn gets sent into the
interfering Red Knight. Shawn tries to throw Keith into the corner but
Keith takes out Red and Blue. An armdrag takes Shawn down and it’s Keith
with an armbar. Shawn’s suplex attempt is countered into a small package
and it’s back to the armbar.



Michaels slams Keith down and it’s off to the Red Knight vs. Owen. Owen
fires off some shots to the arm and it’s off to the Black Knight. That
goes nowhere at all so let’s try Bret vs. Blue. Bret hits some atomic
drops and a clothesline for two. Back to Keith who continues the armbar
marathon and it’s Bruce time again. Off to Shawn with a backbreaker and
some elbows to the back.

Red comes in and suplexes Bruce down for two. Back to Black who is the
biggest of the Knights and gets rolled up for two. It’s back to Shawn who
gets rammed into the corner before Red pokes Bruce in the head. Bruce
hits a clothesline and it’s off to Bret vs. Black. An O’Connor Roll and
small package get two each for Bret as he takes over. The backbreaker and
middle rope elbow get two and it’s off to Owen.

A spinwheel kick drops Black and everything breaks down. Shawn and all
three Knights get sent into each other in the middle of the ring and a
missile dropkick from Owen pins Black. Off to the Red but Owen works over
his leg. Back to Bret and who helps make a wish on Red’s legs. Keith
comes in again and the leg work continues.

Red tries a knee lift and hurts his own knee in the process. Some fans
chant boring and they’re right in doing so. Back to Bruce who pops Red in
the face. The Hitman comes in and we get another wishbone split. Red
sends Keith into the buckle to escape a figure four attempt but misses a
knee drop instead of tagging. Keith puts on a Figure Four but Shawn makes
the save and it’s off to Blue. Those boring chants are getting a little
bit louder.

Blue works over Keith’s arm and it’s off to Shawn with a top rope double
ax to the arm. The shoulder gets sent into the buckle and Shawn cranks on
the bad arm. Back to Red whose leg seems fine now. Rey cranks on the arm
around the post which results in more double teaming. Heenan has been
ripping the Harts apart the entire match, including a nice jab here:
“None of them look alike.” Keep in mind this is as Keith is having his
arm destroyed.

Blue stays on the arm including dropping a leg, followed by a hammerlock
slam. Off to Shawn who misses a Rocket Launcher, allowing the tag to



Bret, prompting Shawn to tag out to Red. Red immediately gets caught in a
spinebuster and the Sharpshooter to make it 4-2. Blue comes in to
clothesline Bret and both he and Keith are now hurt. Bret is thrown back
in and suplexed down for two.

Blue drops a very Greg Valentine elbow and Heenan says he knows who the
Blue Knight is. Vince: “Who is that?” Bobby: “The guy in the ring that
just dropped an elbow on Bret Hart.” I love you Bobby Heenan. Back to
Shawn for a chinlock to kill even more time. I’m not sure how much there
is of it left as this has been going long already. Blue comes in for
another two off another elbow as Bobby lays into Helen Hart.

Bret hits a middle rope clothesline and he makes the tag to Owen. The
crowd just does not care here and the lack of any reaction is kind of
sad. A middle rope elbow gets two on Blue and Bruce and Shawn come in at
the same time. Shawn goes to the floor and goes after Stu, only to get
BLASTED IN THE FACE. Bobby: “I’ve always liked Stu.” A missile dropkick
puts Blue down and Shawn’s saving elbow hits Blue as well. Shawn is sent
to the floor and the Sharpshooter eliminates Blue.

It’s 4-1 and Shawn is drinking water. All four of the Harts hammer on
Shawn and it’s Bruce who gets two off an elbow drop. Bruce charges into a
boot and Shawn chokes away a bit. The superkick, still not a finisher,
gets two on Bruce. Bruce gets in a boot and makes the tag to Bret to a
small reaction. Bret hits a slingshot to the buckle for two. Shawn gets
in a kick and it’s off to Owen.

Now here’s where it gets interesting: Bret is trying to get it together
on the apron and Owen is rammed into Bret, knocking him off the apron and
into the barricade. Owen is distracted by the mistake, allowing Shawn to
roll him up for the pin. All of the Harts go to check on Bret and Owen
FREAKS, storming to the back and shouting WHAT ABOUT ME! This would start
the feud of the year in 1994.

Bruce comes in and drops an elbow on Shawn for two. Bret is still getting
up after the crash he took into the barricade. Bruce and Shawn hit head
to head twice in a row to really stretch this thing out. Keith comes in
with an abdominal stretch (including the toe around the ankle) but Shawn



hip tosses out of it with ease. Back to Bret who pounds away and crotches
Shawn on the top rope. Bret picks the leg but Shawn escapes the
Sharpshooter and walks out for the countout.

Rating: D. This was…….long. At the end of the day it ran 30 minutes when
it should have been about 15. The only thing that mattered here was Owen
and the future angle vs. Bret. Shawn being in there didn’t help much, but
it needed to be Jerry Lawler and without him this didn’t mean anything of
note. Not a good match and the length hurt it a lot. They were against
things they couldn’t really help here and that’s what brought it down a
lot.

Owen comes back and gets in Bret’s face during the celebration. Stu tries
to calm Owen down but Owen rants about getting no recognition and
celebrates in the ring on his own. Helen, the matriarch in the audience,
loses it as well.

Gorilla and JR are going to do commentary on the next match as Heenan and
Vince are going to do Radio WWF, an idea which didn’t last long. During
the change over, Gorilla threatens to kill Heenan as was his trademark at
this point.

We recap the Foreign Fanatics vs. the All Americans. Ludvig Borga hit
Tatanka with a chair and pinned him with one finger, breaking Tatanka’s
two year undefeated streak. Tatanka then got beaten up by Yokozuna. This
led to the Steiners and Luger picking a new partner in the Undertaker.
This led to an awesome moment with Undertaker opening his coat and having
an American Flag inside of it (with 13 stars for some reason). Luger then
beat up Quebecer Pierre in a singles match to put him out of the pay per
view. The Fanatics added the EVIL FOREIGN Hawaiian Crush.

Here’s Jim Cornette to introduce his team for a very out there match.

Smokey Mountain Wrestling Tag Titles: Heavenly Bodies vs. Rock N Roll
Express

This is part of an agreement the companies had at the time which didn’t
work that well. The Express (Ricky Morton and Robert Gibson, a legendary
team from the 80s) are the champions and they’re defending against Tom



Prichard and Jimmy Del Ray. It’s a brawl to start with the Express being
sent to the floor. Gibson is pulled back in but Morton pulls both of the
Bodies out to the floor. Ricky follows that up with a suicide dive to
take both of them out at the same time.

Things slow down and we start with Gibson vs. Del Ray. They’re going to
go very fast in this match and that’s exactly how it starts with Gibson
flipping out of the corner and hitting a headscissor takeover before
bringing in Morton. Prichard comes in and gets booed louder than all of
the Knights in the previous match combined. Morton can’t quite get above
Prichard on a leapfrog and he ducks a Del Ray superkick which takes
Prichard down instead.

Both Bodies get monkey flipped out of the corner and we get the always
dumb looking rowboat spot, where all four of the heels’ legs are rotated
around by the good guys. Gibson works on Prichard’s leg and the Express
take out Del Ray in the corner before Morton works on Prichard’s leg as
well. Tom finally gets in a shot and it’s off to Del Ray who is
immediately armdragged down.

In a nice move, Gibson blocks the buckle before Morton’s back hits it to
prevent the Bodies from getting the advantage. It’s been all Express
other than the first fifteen seconds. The Bodies have a quick huddle on
the floor and the fans are bored. It’s Prichard vs. Morton now with the
heels taking over for the first time since the beginning. Off to Del Ray
who is suplexed down onto Morton for two.

Back to Prichard for some more choking. There wasn’t a tag but that’s why
the Bodies are heels. Del Ray hits an Asai Moonsault to the floor and
it’s back to Prichard in the ring who hits a powerslam for two. Off to a
chinlock as this match is turning into an old school tag match of the NWA
style. A Trash Compactor (a kind of spinebuster/guillotine legdrop combo)
gets two but Del Ray’s powerbomb is countered into a hurricanrana for
two. Ricky hooks a small package for another two and Del Ray hits a
moonsault press on Morton for ANOTHER two. This is why it’s called
Playing Ricky Morton. The guy was a master at it.

A double DDT puts the Bodies down and Morton rolls over to make the tag



to Gibson. Now we get to the point of the match: Prichard throws Morton
over the top, which is a DQ in SMW but this is in the WWF. Gibson gets
confused and decked for his confusion as Morton gets beaten down even
more. There’s the double dropkick to Prichard but it only gets two. Del
Ray comes off the top with a tennis racket (Cornette signature) shot to
Gibson for the pin and the titles.

Rating: B-. This was a strange match as from a technical standpoint it
was quite good and in SMW it would have been the main event of a big
show, but we’re not in SMW. We’re in the WWF here and these people don’t
mean anything. There’s a deep history here of a ton of matches with
various gimmicks to them, making this a huge feud. The problem is all
we’re told is they’ve been feuding for years. It’s the same issue you
have with Japanese or other foreign wrestlers: just being told how great
they are doesn’t mean anything to most fans. We need to see these things,
not be told about them.

Team Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Four Doinks

Bam Bam Bigelow, Bastion Booger, Headshrinkers

Bushwhackers, Men on a Mission

Ok. I can get through this. The Doinks are all dressed like a clown and
their identities were secret until they were unveiled here. Luke comes
out on a scooter, Butch has a wagon, the Men on a Mission come out on
foot. Mabel needs the exercise so that’s a good idea. Notice that there’s
no actual Doink in the match and the fans aren’t going to be pleased
here.

A LOUD We Want Doink chant starts up and Bastion and Luke start things
off. Booger is a VERY fat guy in a too small singlet in case you’re not
familiar with him. Luke bites him on the ample singlet before stomping on
Bastion’s foot. Afa bites Butch’s balloon and it’s off to Samu. Then he
bites a water balloon and gets rolled up by Luke for the pin. Fatu comes
in and Luke hurts his own head off a headbutt attempt.

Booger comes in and drops a leg on Luke and it’s off to Bigelow with a
headbutt to the ribs. It’s back to Booger who sits on Luke before



stopping for a banana. Another drop by Bastion misses and the Battering
Ram puts him down. Mabel drops a leg on Bastion and it’s 4-2. Fatu comes
in to offer meat to Luke and takes over, but here’s Mo on a scooter for a
ride around the ring. Bigelow comes in and destroys the scooter and Fatu
hits the top rope splash….and stops for a banana.

Butch comes in with a bucket of something….scratch that as there’s
nothing in it, but Fatu slips on a banana peel as he jumps from it and
Butch rolls him up for the pin. Bigelow is all that’s left and he gets to
fight Mabel. Bam Bam can’t do anything to the power of fat but Mabel
misses a splash. The other Doinks come in and get beaten up also but
Butch throws something on Luna. Mabel splashes Bigelow and a dog pile
(which is allowed) gets the pin.

Rating: F. For failure, which is one of the few words to describe how bad
this was. I am in awe. We had falls from a water balloon, a banana peel
and a bucket of something being thrown on Luna. On top of all that,
Doink, the point of the whole thing, wasn’t even in the match despite it
being a character that could be played by almost anyone.

As Bigelow is leaving, Doink (whose performer has recently changed) pops
up on screen to laugh at Bam Bam. The next step in this feud: a midget
named Dink of course.

The Doinks, including the real Doink, celebrate in the back. Why the REAL
Doink couldn’t be in the arena isn’t answered.

The Foreign Fanatics are in the back and Cornette talks about their
battle plan. He talks about how they look at the All Americans as one
man. You can take a man out by taking out his heart, his mind and his
soul. The Steiners are the heart, but if you take it out, he has no will
to fight. The Undertaker is the mind, but if you take it out, the man is
confused. Luger is the soul, but if you take it out, you’ve defeated him
completely. I’ve always liked that promo.

Before the match, we get a history lesson about Boston. No seriously,
this happens. Thankfully it turns into some promos from the All
Americans.



Foreign Fanatics vs. All Americans

Foreign Fanatics: Yokozuna, Crush, Ludvig Borga, Jacques

All Americans: Lex Luger, Undertaker, Steiner Brothers

The Quebecers are the Tag Team Champions and have Johnny (Raven Polo) as
their manager. Yokozuna is WWF World Champion. Jacques and Scott start
things off and Jacques offers a handshake. Scott says screw you in
classic Freakzilla style. Scott hits a quick belly to belly for two and
it’s off to Rick. Jacques brings in Yokozuna and things slow down almost
immediately. Rick hits a clothesline and a shoulder to knock Yokozuna out
to the floor but it doesn’t do much good.

Off to Borga to knock Rick to the floor but Steiner comes back in off the
top with a shoulder for no cover. Borga misses an elbow and Rick goes up
again, coming off with a cross body. Borga rolls through it and Rick
isn’t moving at all, giving Borga an easy pin. Rick finally starts moving
and holds his leg, so I’m thinking that’s a legit injury. Rick can’t
stand up on the floor.

Scott comes in next and gets to fight Jacques. Rick eventually limps off
on his own power which is a good sign at least. Scott hits a great
gorilla press but Crush catches a falling Jacques and I guess that’s a
tag. Steiner wants nothing to do with a test of strength so Crush pounds
on him a bit. A butterfly powerbomb puts Crush down and apparently Savage
is back in the building. Crush kicks Scott down and here’s Macho.

Crush throws Scott down to the floor over the top but he won’t go after
Savage. Randy gets sent to the back and the dull match continues as Scott
may have hurt his knee on that fall. The knee gets targeted now with
Crush firing away some kicks and Savage is coming back AGAIN. Scott
dropkicks Crush to the floor and Crush goes after Savage for long enough
to draw a countout.

Jacques goes after the injured Scott now with a rear chinlock followed by
an elbow to the jaw for two. Scott somehow hits a gorilla press on
Jacques and there’s the tag to Lex. He slams Jacques down and drops a
middle rope elbow for the elimination. It’s now Lex, Undertaker and Scott



vs. Borga and Yoko. Borga comes in to face the still limping Scott as
Undertaker hasn’t been in the match yet.

Ludvig pounds on the ribs and whips Scott in the corner so he can
clothesline Steiner down. Borga goes up top but gets suplexed back down
for two. Yokozuna comes in and pounds away, but Scott gets in some
offense. He tries the freaking Frankensteiner which goes about as well as
you would expect it to, resulting in a legdrop from Yokozuna eliminating
Scott to get us down to two on two.

Luger comes in as we’re almost 20 minutes in with no Undertaker yet.
Borga, a Finn, waves the Japanese flag. Yokozuna misses a splash and Lex
pounds away, only to get clotheslined down with ease. Off to Borga who
runs Luger over again and kicks him in the ribs. Back to Yokozuna who
misses a charge, and it’s FINALLY off to Undertaker.

The Dead Man hits his running DDT and sits up but a Borga distraction
lets Yokozuna suplex Undertaker down. There’s the situp and another after
a clothesline. A legdrop keeps Undertaker down and there’s the Banzai,
but Yokozuna goes for another, and Undertaker moves. A clothesline puts
Yokozuna on the floor and they brawl to a double countout. See you at the
Rumble boys. Undertaker was legally in the match for less than two
minutes and forty seconds.

So it’s Lex vs. Borga now and as Undertaker and Yokozuna brawl on the
floor. Ludvig has taken over and drops a leg on Lex. A side slam puts Lex
down for two and Borga gets more two’s off various other power moves. He
isn’t covering well though so he isn’t ready to pin Luger yet. A suplex
puts Borga down and they clothesline each other. With Cornette
distracting the referee, Borga hits Lex with Fuji’s salt bucket for two.
Lex gets fired up and hits a powerslam and the loaded forearm for the
final pin.

Rating: D+. This didn’t work either. Undertaker was the main draw and he
wasn’t even in there for a tenth of the match. Yokozuna vs. Undertaker
would go on to screw up two PPVs and Lex would never get the title,
basically making the second half of 1993 totally pointless. This match
didn’t work at all, and a lot of that is due to the heel lineup. Unless



there was an injury or something, I don’t get why Pierre was taken out.

Santa comes out to celebrate with Luger just like last year.

Overall Rating: D. Let’s take a look at this card: great opener, WAY too
long second match with the wrong main heel, a match from another company,
the banana peel/water balloon fiasco, and the main event with an evil
foreign Hawaiian. This show comes off as very long and dull, with most of
the matches being completely uninteresting. It was uninteresting back in
the day too, as this show got the lowest buyrate in the history of the
Survivor Series up to this point.

Ratings Comparison

Team Razor Ramon vs. Team IRS

Original: B

Redo: B

Hart Family vs. Team Shawn Michaels

Original: D+

Redo: D

Rock N Roll Express vs. Heavenly Bodies

Original: B

Redo: B-

Four Doinks vs. Team Bam Bam Bigelow

Original: N/A

Redo: Awe

All-Americans vs. Foreign Fanatics

Original: C-

Redo: D+



Overall Rating:

Original: C+

Redo: D

It was almost the same until the overall rating. I don’t get
how it jumps up that high off just a few better grades.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/12/history-of-survivor-s
eries-count-up-1993-usa-usa-usa/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete 1997 Monday Night Raw Reviews at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/product/B015IN12I2

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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